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RECO Teams with McCutcheon
Construction and HDR Construction to
Win 2 REMMIE Awards!

Berkeley's HDR Construction and RECO won a REMMIE for this
Oakland remodel

Hello {FIRST_NAME|Valued Customer}:
RECO has been a member of the National Association of

Remodelers (NARI) for many years, and this year we
helped sponsor the annual awards program.
We're also proud to have teamed with longtime trade
partners, HDR Construction and McCutcheon
Construction, on the two REMMIE award-winning projects
we're showcasing below.

HDR Construction and RECO Transform
Oakland Home
T oday’s casual lifestyles mean that architects and

homeowners are getting more creative, coming up with
new ways transform living spaces.

We rewired the new space, adding recessed LED lighting

In this renovation, the open concept and more casual
dining experience were achieved by swapping the large
dining room and the smaller kitchen.

Dramatic Kichler pendant lights hang over the island
and dining room table

The smaller dining space provides a casual dining
experience and the functionality of a formal dining room
for family gatherings.
Additional fun fact: The dramatic Kichler pendants over
the island and dining table have become some of the toptrending lighting fixtures sold on Build.com.
Read more about this project on our website.

McCutcheon Construction and Roberts Electric
Restore Oakland Craftsman
McCutcheon Construction was the General Contractor on
this project that won a REMMIE for the Regional and
National Contractor of the Year Award in the Kitchens over
$150K category. Look for this home in the Rockridge
Kitchen Tour on September 24.

RECO installed uplights and undercounter strips that help
save energy

The owners of this 100-year-old craftsman wanted not just
a new dream kitchen, but one that restored the home’s
original character.

RECO worked closely with the contractor and architect to open up
this living space, which included raising the ceiling

The new design opened up the living area by removing
dividing walls and raising the ceiling. RECO installed highefficacy LED recessed lights, up lights and undercounter

strips that help save energy.

White counters and cabinets become a backdrop for the exposed
brickwork and blue china cabinet

We adapted the existing circuiting and distribution as
needed, including arc fault safety breakers and installed
soft-glow, energy-efficient LED steplights on the deck, with
complementary sconces and added security lighting.
McCutcheon Construction Photography: Robert Vente

Read more about this project on our website.

About Roberts Electric
We've been family owned for
more than 80 years; we're proud
of our strong community ties and
the relationships we've built.

As the City has evolved,
so has Roberts
We like that people recognize
the RECO brand--our trucks as we drive through the City's

neighborhoods. We're proud to have played a role in
Oakland's historic development and excited to be part of
the vibrant city that Oakland is today. We're a company
that's transcended the old and embraced the new.
Our own little neighborhood is exploding with growth. We
feel the energy and spirit, along with an emerging attitude
that if we all work together we can get it done. We’re
solving problems every single day, finding new and better
ways to work with our partners, our clients and our
City. This has always been a fundamental principle at
RECO, and it's key to our continued success.
Contact RECO about your next electrical project:
510.834.6161
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